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NanaWall features innovative design solutions at the
Architectural Digest Design Show 2018
Company offers versatile opening glass wall systems for any design project
SAN FRANCISCO – NanaWall Systems will showcase its operable glass wall systems at the Architectural
Digest Design Show in New York, March 22-25 in booth 150. As the pioneer of the opening glass wall
category, NanaWall’s products provide aesthetic versatility and architectural solutions to designers and
architects. The company will display the SL80 at the show, which is a floor supported system that features
extremely energy efficient, narrow frames with the option of either a rounded or angular edge design.
“We’re seeing a definite trend in the design community where designers are blending the indoors with the
outdoors through glass wall systems, offering their clients more natural daylight, fresh air ventilation and
beautiful, uninterrupted views,” said NanaWall CEO Ebrahim Nana.
TWEET THIS: At @ADDesignShow in booth 150, @NanaWall features aesthetic versatility and
architectural solutions for designers and architects. #ADDesignShow2018 #nanawall Learn more:
https://www.nanawall.com/blog/how-open-corners-can-your-architecture-design-game
See below for new products offered by NanaWall:


Cero®: Cero offers pure architectural minimalism through its clean, uniform and ultra-thin lines for
maximum light-filled spaces that connect the interior to the exterior. It offers the largest panes of glass
available from NanaWall.



ClimaCLEAR™: NanaWall ClimaCLEAR is the only frameless all-glass individual panel sliding system
specifically engineered for transparent weather protection.



Kitchen Transition with RemoteSTACK: NanaWall now offers Kitchen Transition with
RemoteSTACK, which enables architects to free up valuable space in the kitchen by stacking panels
away from the traditional opening. This gives architects control to design around structural obstacles
and remove the panels from view, creating a solution for homeowners that offers maximum space
flexibility.



SL60/80 Sill Options: NanaWall continues to provide more options for its SL60 and SL80 folding glass
wall systems by offering five sills—Higher Weather Performance Sill, Hybrid Sill, Low Profile Saddle
Sill, Flush Sill and Surface Mounted Sill. These sill choices provide flexibility to builders, architects and
designers when it comes to building requirements for their projects.

For more information about NanaWall’s versatility in design, please visit the blog post “How Open Corners Can
Up Your Architecture Design Game.”
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NanaWall will display the SL80, which is a floor supported
system that features extremely energy efficient, narrow
frames with either a rounded or angular edge design.

Cero produces clean, uniform, and ultra-thin lines for
maximum light-filled spaces that connect the interior to
the exterior.

Click to view Video News Release (1:17):

NanaWall now offers Kitchen Transition with RemoteSTACK,
which enables architects to free up valuable space in the
kitchen by stacking panels away from the traditional opening.

About NanaWall Systems
For over 30 years, NanaWall Systems has pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems. The company has
earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom solution for re-imagining how
buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering and outstanding design options
throughout more than 25 unique award-winning systems, NanaWall Systems advances design possibilities beyond the
conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area with 24
showroom and design studio locations across North America.
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